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A PAINTING BY LI LUNG-MIEN 
1100—1108 A.D. 

(Li Kung-lin; jap. Ri-riu-min) 

BY 

Prof. Dr. Karl BONE. 

-- 

The “Kokka” remarks on a reproduction of a painting, attributed 

to the celebrated Chinese painter Li Kung-lin (Luug-mien cii shi; 

jap. Ri-riu-min): uIn such periods (as the age of Phidias, Raphael, 

Li Lung-mien) the energy aud force of a previous age have attained 

balance and harmony, which in their turn have not yet given way 

to insipid grace and mannered style” *). According to these words, 

all Chinese books, old and new, are full of praise of those times — 

11th and 12th century, Sung dynasty — and of the artists, who, 

combining politics, letters and art — just as in the times of Pericles 

and the Medici —, excelled in every thing, they undertook in any 

way. The first in many regards of all those great men was certainly 

Li Kung-lin 1 2), who in his quality of painter was not only superior 

to the greatest artists of his time, but also at least equal to the 

1) Mr. Lawrence Binyon (L. B.). 

2) On his life, style and paintings cf. H. E. Giles, An Introduction to the history of 

Chinese pictorial Art (1905) p. 108 fif.; Mr. G. quotes a Chinese critic: “the first among 

all the painters of the Sung dynasty, equal in brillancy to the masters of olden times”, 
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most celebrated masters of all previous centuries. Master in com¬ 

position and imitation of nature, he conceived and represented 

nature with delicacy and sureness, and copied the older masters 

every one in his truest and most individual manner. Of course, 

reading the most enthusiastic praises of precious works is a poor 

and insufficient substitute for examining and admiring the works 

themselves, and just this seems to be hitherto Li Kung-lin’s case. 

Many paintings, better ones and worse, are attributed to him, but 

the cruelty of sincere and subtle criticism, intolerant of deception, 

calls one after the other “copy” or “not even copy”. Till now no 

collection either in the West or in Japan has possessed an undoubted 

original painting by Li Kung-lin, and whatever the splendid 

Periodicals of Japan or Expositions have shown as his works, is 

open to doubt, and even if they were works of Li Kung-lin, Li Kung- 

lin would not have been that great master, every one calls him. 

Knowing that, I should not find the courage to present to the 

reader of T'oung Pao the illustrations of this article as works of 

the master, if there not were important reasons for believing in 

the authenticity of that painting, which by a singular chance came 

into ray possession. I begin with the description of it. 

The painting has the form of a long horizontal roll (jap. Maki- 

mono), 7,82 metres long and about 32 centimetres deep (wide), 

formed by a strip of thick white paper of best quality; if you burn 

little pieces of it, they leave scarcely any remnants of snowwhite 

ashes. Upon this paper is pasted another strip of white silk *) 

with interwoven conventionalized birds and clouds or shoots of vine. 

And upon this white silk is pasted the original painting, painted upon 

well-woven silk, formerly probably white or light-coloured, but now 

browned in the course of eighthundred years. This old silk with 

1) This strip is bordered with a very narrow strip of brown silk. 
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Li Kung-lin’s or better Li Lung-mien’s painting is 5,80 metres long 

and about 25 centimetres deep (wide); originally it has been some¬ 

what wider and probably somewhat longer. One easily finds out, 

that the upper and the inferior margin l) of the old silk is cut, 

and in one place the old strip is pasted together (you will recognize 

on Tab. II the line just before the first goddess); but the two parts 

do not correspond well, and there is reason to believe, that some 

scene has been cut away, perhaps a too much damaged one. The 

remaining twenty Buddhist scenes with the surrounding landscapes 

are painted with Chinese ink 2), the landscapes in the powerful 

and free — one would say “impressionist modern” manner of the 

20th century — Hsieh-i style, the rest in the fine and beautiful calli¬ 

graphic Kung-pi style. 

Byond the picture there are on the roll 9 red and reddish seals, 

eight of them on the old painting, the ninth on the white silk close 

to the left end of the painting (cf. Tab. I, 1.— 9.) 3). This ninth 

seal is the most recent and gives the words: “Fang-Shao-Tsun 

shou tsang tu shu tchi”; it is that seal, which Fang-Shao-Tsun 

“used to put on all his books and paintings”. Four of the other 

1) The margins of the old silk, as they are now, are covered with a very narrow strip 

of white silk. 

2) It is related, that Li Lung-mien’s pictures were mostly monochromes. 

3) Dr. phil. Yao Pao ming (Berlin) decipberes seven seals as follows: 

2) ^ SUt : Yang-Wei-Cen yin. 

3) 7C : Yiian-Kang. 

&) fip iH W: • • • >T|i-hua ^ pa°- 

6) ;{§» Jf • • cung cie. .. 

: Li Kung-Lin yin. 

8> it ±= Lung-mien cii shi. 

Fang-Shao-Tsun shou tsang tu shu tchi. 

No. I. and 4. are too much damaged; 5. and 6. are not complete. 
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seals are impressed at the beginning of the painting upon the old 

silk along its margin. The first is too much damaged to be 

deciphered. The second is of great importance; it is the seal of the 

celebrated musician and poet Yang Wei-cheng *), who lived in the 

14th century and was once possessor of this painting. The third 

seal gives the name of another possessor of the roll, Yuan-Kang. 

The fourth seal, just on the corner below, can not be deciphered. 

The fifth seal, that of an Emperor, is impressed on the upper 

margin of the painting above the fifth Buddhist scene 1 2). Unfortun¬ 

ately the damage, which occurred to the painting, has destroyed 

just the name of the Emperor and has left only the signes: 

“. . . . yu-hua ci’ pao = . . . . seal for paintings of the Emperor”. A 

Chinese savant at Berlin, Dr. phil. Yao Pao ming, the same, who 

had the kindness to decipher the seals, believes it to be the seal 

of the Emperor Hsuan-ho 3) (Hui Tsung), and nothiug is more 

probable. The sixth seal near to the upper end-corner of the old 

silk is much damaged; it gives, as it seems, no name. Further 

below are impressed the original seals of the master himself, and the 

above-mentioned Chinese savant assures us, that they are without 

any doubt the old and original seals of the painter, impressed just 

at that spot of the painting, where he used to put them. The first 

of them (the seventh seal) is deciphered uLi Kung-lin yin — the seal 

(of) Li Kung-lin ’, the next (the eighth seal) 4) a little further below 

1) Cf. H. A. Giles, A Chinese biographical Dictionary (1898), p. 917, No. 2415: “Yang 

Wei-cheng graduated as chin shik in 1327 and served for a short time as magistrate; 

later on he retired to Shanghai and amused himself by entertaining friends and playing 

up on an iron flute. His poetry was much esteemed. In 1369 he was summoned to court 

and after 120 days allowed to return home.” Notice, kindly given by Mr. Giles. 

2) Cf. p. 250. 

3) Hsuan-ho is the Miao Hao of the Emperor Hui Tsung, who reigned 1101—1125; 

Mr. H. W. Bushell (Chinese Art I, 137) believes it to he the name of a palace in K'ai- 

feng-fu in Honan. 

4) Firstly recognized by Mr. F. W. K. Muller (Berlin ) 
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“Lung-mien cii shi = the hermit of Lung-mien (Drag on -face)". This 

last seal defines the time, when the painter painted the work: in 

1100 he retired on the Lung-mien hill, where he had. a villa, and 

called himself “the hermit of Lung-mien”, and he died in 1106; 

consequently he painted the work within those six years 1100—1106. 

It is quite probable, that the great amateur and connoisseur, a 

great painter himself, the Emperor Hui Tsung (Hsuan-ho), was the 

first possessor of our roll, and that he impressed his imperial seal 

upon the work of his master-friend. In 1125 the Emperor’s collections 

were dispersed by the Tartars, and the greater number of the 

objects disappeared. There can not be any doubt, that many of them 

were torn, burnt or damaged in some other way. I should think, 

that the painting, I am speaking of, was torn at that time in two 

pieces and damaged on the upper and the lower margin, and that 

in that condition it found later its way to the poet and musician 

Yang Wei-cheng, who as an earnest and pious collector kept aud 

preserved the two damaged pieces, without mending or cutting 

anything. The next possessors, Yiian-Kang and others, kept them 

in the same way. Finally, I suppose, in the times of decadence 

and ignorance, of brutality towards antiquities and ruins of old 

master-works, Fang-Shao-Tsun — just as many have done and do 

now in our Western countries — cut away all parts of the painting, 

which did not bow to his ruler, and cut the two parts in such a 

way, that by pasting them together he attained a “beautiful” per¬ 

pendicular line across the composition *); at last, just as elsewhere 

idle and proud restorers are wont to do, in memory of this brutality 

he put his seal beside the old silk upon the new white silk; and 

this is the ninth seal of the roll. 

If one unrolls the painting and reaches the beginning of the old 

1) Cf. that perpendicular line on Tab. II. 
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brown silk, one is struck by the rich and powerful brushwork of 

the landscape, its rocks, stones and trees and the Lianas (?), hanging 

down from their branches. Having unrolled three or four inches 

more, one is once more struck by the extreme subtlety and elegance, 

with which the artist — one believes him to be an other one, and 

not the same, who painted the landscape — drew the divine, human 

and elemental beings (spirits, hungry ghosts), which form a kind 

of long procession, moving through that wide world, now resting, 

now proceeding. We recognize him as a master, who caunot be 

surpassed, in two quite different styles and manners of brushwork, 

Kung-pi and Hsieh-i. 

The historical or Buddhist parts are painted in the traditional 

calligraphic style (Kung-pi) and in that manner of it, in which 

long beautiful lines are generally used, waning, swelling, even 

vanishing in elegant curves and loops. Li Lung-mien executed 

them in this composition with unsurpassed perfection and needs not 

fear comparison with the very best artists in that style of any other 

time or people. And with the same brush, by means of which he 

excelled in those glorious traces and flourishes, and with no less 

subtlety and accuracy he executed and delineated the wonderful 

ornaments and works of the skillful artisans, who had wrought 

such armour, helmets, shoes, swords, head-dress, vessels and everything 

belonging to the historical or religious part of the painting. If the 

reader of this article take the magnifying glass and examine in 

Tab. II the shape and the vesture of the Goddesses or in Tab. IV 

the abundance of rich and subtle details, he will concede, that no 

praise can do justice to the cunning and the skill of the master. 

And he has given life to his figures, and, just as is needful, ex¬ 

pressions of such wildness and clemency, agitation and calmness, 

sweetness and austerity, that the very variety brings movement 

into the whole procession. What energy do you remark in the two 
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first Gods (Kings), what religious enthusiasm in the next, who follow 

with the sword and the lute, what divine exaltation in the five 

Goddesses, what loveliness in the first of them, equal to those 

charming holy virgins, formed by the artists of European Renaissance, 

what iron hardness of principles, depicted on the faces of several 

Lohans, mixed sometimes with that bit of humor, which signifies a 

slight contempt of human weakness and solicitude! Further we should 

not overlook the sharpness and distinctness, by which are characterized 

the different types of peoples, makiug part of the whole. Everywhere 

Li Lung-mien respects tradition. Nevertheless it is evident, that this 

historical or mythological part is not anxiously or slavishly prepared, 

studied, detailed, but the conceptions of the master’s genius at once 

found their way through his arm and brush to the well-chosen silk. 

One willingly believes the story, which an artist of that time relates ]): 

“I once watched Li Lung-mien painting a Boddhisatva: for this he 

drew entirely upon his imagination, yet none of the Buddhist 

characteristics was wanting”. One understands by this remark, how 

much other artists were obliged to copy every detail, working like 

artisans, not like free artists. Lastly we remark with astonishment, 

how well he gave bones and muscles to the human body, how 

mighty he formed the shaved heads of several Lohans (Tab. Ill) 1 2), 

how ossified the poor hungry souls; we remark the elegant way of 

holding the hands, of touching something with the fine long fingers, 

and we remember the times of Master Stephan Lochner or Fra 

Angelico; even the devils and spirits, painted so much later in 

Italy or Germany, are veritable brothers of the elemental beings, 

introduced by Li Lung-mien into the company of Gods and Saints. 

1) Cf. Giles, Introduction to the history of Chinese pictorial Art, p. 113. 

2) In Tah. Ill you see only a little part of the skull of that Lohan, who is sitting 

opposite to the coming tiger, but yet you imagine you see his face and its expression 

(cf. p. 258). 
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Indeed, be overthrows several ideas, which most of us have about 

Chinese pictorial Art even in those classical and universal times, 

true and undoubted specimens of which most rarely are to be seen 

and examined. Of course, in vain we look for projected shadows 

between or behind the persons and trees; the proscenium, upon 

which the whole composition is displayd, is very narrow; there is 

scarcely any transition from the persons in the foreground to the 

landscape, which forms the background, as to the size of persons; 

some of them appear too tall in comparison of the nearest parts of 

the landscape. Notwithstanding the artist has attained more, than 

one would expect. The Westerner needs not “forget his own mental 

preconceptions and throw over his artistic education, every critical 

tradition and all the aesthetic baggage, that has accumulated from 

the Renaissance to our own days” *). The freer Li Lung-mien is 

from any necessity of tradition or religious canon, the more his 

painting approaches to modern European paintings and even reaches 

or surpasses them; his painting confutes several reproaches, which 

Anderson 1 2) and so many others make generally and without limit 

against Chinese pictorial Art, and which increase in passing over 

from book to book. If you look at Tab. Ill, you recognize well 

the broad and deep rocky platform, upon which the tiger is coming 

forth against the 4 Lohaus, who are sitting on the ground, not in 

one row, but skillfully and tastefully disposed from the foreground 

towards the background; you will notice, how well the painter 

expressed the foreshortening of the leg of that Lolian, who is sitting 

at the foot of the ceder, just as designers of maps do with mountains, 

seen from a bird’s eye view, and with what power the three paws 

of the tiger — the fourth leg being covered by the body — mark 

1) Cf. Bushell, Chinese Art, II, p. 106 

2) Cf. Bushell, 1. c. p. 113; Giles, An Introduction to the hist, of Chin. pict. Art, 

Preface p. V. 
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the perspective of that exciting scene. On Tab. I you will see, 

how well, parallel with the trees on the right, the first God (King) 

precedes the second, and how well the God with the lute stands 

behind the other, who is bearing the sword. Even the five Goddesses 

on Tab. II are not walking in one row, but form a walking group, 

naturally and solemnly arranged. Last not least, how well rounded 

and crowded together is the group of persons on Tab. IV. Of 

course, in all those parts, which belong to the Buddhist scenes, 

there is something, what reminds the works of Giotto and other 

“primitives”; the painter was bound by tradition as much, as a 

free artist can be bound: tradition bound him, but did not shackle 

and manacle him. 

Bound in the religious part of the painting by that remnant 

of religious scruples we have to attribute to those times of the 

Sung dynasty, Li Lung-mien was absolutely free in the other parts 

of it: landscape and nature. There he was quite himself, admirer, 

lover, connoisseur of nature, master of brush and ink. No wonder, 

that in these parts of the picture his mastery, his skill, his grandeur 

are most conspicuous. In conformity with this freedom he used for 

these parts the free and unbound Hsieh-i manner of managing the 

brush. One would call this landscape, fixed by the flying brush on 

the silk, a long ode, beginning with the full accord of two mighty 

cembras with rocks and Lianas and, after having run through a 

long and varied scala of impressions and feelings, swells out into 

a powerful finale of complicated branches, hanging Lianas, knotted 

trunks, broken rocks, scattered stones and roaring waterfalls. And 

this ode, not being just interwoven with the legend, every now 

aud than touches it, approachiug, retiring, enclosing, dividing, 

supporting, adumbrating. And, as is fitting in a true aud estimable 

work of Art, the single parts of it are not inferior to the whole, 

every detail being done with such accuracy and finish, as if it were 
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a main-point, but in such a way, that it does not interrupt or 

disturb the enjoyment of the composition or any scene, which is 

rounded off to a whole. As a master of his art Li Lung-mien, 

whose genius possessed and embraced all styles and principles of 

previous classical periods, did not overlook those six sacred laws or 

canons of Chinese pictorial Art, established five or six hundred 

years before him by the portrait-painter Hsieh Ho, viz. rhythmic 

vitality — anatomical structure — conformity with nature — har¬ 

monious colouring — artistic composition — finish 1). Rhythmic 

vitality and anatomical structure here percede conformity with na¬ 

ture, because the latter is supported by them and dependant upon 

them; these three laws can be distinguished and separated in 

science, but pratically they are only one and the same law. The 

masters genius, as another creative mind, conforming his work to 

nature, does not copy nature, like a photographer does, but out of 

his own spirit he fills it with rhythmic vitality, not dissolutely and 

licentiously, but the genius descends into bones and stones and 

trees and everything, which has anatomical structure. Such is the 

manner, in which this new-created nature conforms to itself and to 

that nature, which is created rhythmically and faultlessly by the 

universal mind. You will recognize this nature on our painting, 

if you examine f. i. the growing of branches, needles, leaves, how 

well all of them soar aloft and how, wherever some of them are 

hanging down by their own gravity, the thicker branches endeavour 

to lift them up, and with what freshness and energy of life, 

rhythmically and conformably to their anatomical structure, just the 

extreme prominences of the branches try to rise. This vitality, 

whose rhythm fills and assimilates all vegetation, would become a 

confusion, if the master had not studied and penetrated the anatomical 

1) Cf. Giles, An Introduction etc, p. 28. 
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structure of natural beings, not only of the trees, but of the animals 

too; for you will remark the same vitality, founded upon the same 

study of nature, if you observe, how cat-like the tiger in Tab. Ill 

puts its paws on the ground, how its tail is squirming in the air, 

how softly by moving the chine or any bone the hairs rise on its 

back and on the knee of its hind-leg. In such a manner the artist 

attained conformity with nature. And even for those beings, which 

lived only in his imagination, hungry ghosts and elemental attendants, 

his creative genius invented such a nature, that one would say: if 

there be such beings, they must be of this nature, of this anatomical 

structure, and this kind of vitality is rhythmical for them. In this 

way the artist united the three first laws. The fourth law, that of 

harmonious colouring, was that law, in which Chinese painters ex¬ 

celled the most, and which even in the times of decadence has been 

followed by them with taste and success. And when Wang-Wei* ~ 

founded or invented the art of limning in black and white with 

ink upon silk or paper, he certainly did not put aside this law, 

and Li Lung-mien, the lover of nature in its true and natural colour, 

never would have employed that manner, if he had not been able 

to attain an exquisite harmony of colour, as you will notice even 

ou the reproductions of his painting, though our paper’s tone of 

colour assuredly not be that of the old silk. I have already shown, 

how well Li Lung-mien disposed the single groups of Goddesses, 

Lohans cet., following the fifth law, that of artistic composition. 

though he were much bound by tradition. Freer and stronger yet 

he followed that law in the landscape. Look at the beginning of 

the painting and remark, how well the first mighty tree (Tab. I), 

rising like a rock and monster combined, bends to the left with its 

leafy branches and, opening a view in the deep valley behind, over¬ 

shades the ground, upon which the two Gods (Kings) are walking 

forward. How beautifully corresponds with the group of Goddesses 
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(Tab. II) the somewhat gloomy and haunted scenery with its pro¬ 

minences, with the castle-like rock faroff, with the knotted trunks 

and — lovely contrast — with the litte rivulet, which rushes out 

and, by the rocks and stones lyiug before its mouth, proves, that 

now and then it comes forth as a prodigious torrent! And, nothing 

forgetting, how nicely the painter marked the crinkled waves, 

turning round the little rock, by slender lines, scarcely to be seen. 

Of course, Li Lung-mien loved this harmonious scenery far off in 

China, but if you know the hoary olive-woods of San Terenzo or 

Lerici in the golf of Spezia, you might think, Bocklin painted this 

part of the picture. Concerning the sixth law, that of finish, by 

which the painter gives the epidermis to his painting, Li Lung-mien 

as a master in black and white follows and observes it directly 

from the beginning. That slender veil of last accomplishment grows 

and spreads over the painting more and more by every touch and 

bend of the obedient and obsequious brush, which, incorporating 

into itself somewhat of the artist’s skill and genius, almost becomes 

a self-acting miraculous being, most precious even after the master’s 

dead and sought for and appreciated by posterity more than gold 

and diamonds. Li Lung-mien not only observed those six laws, but 

he brought several of them to the highest perfection. Not acquiescing 

in that linear perspective, which gives the true dimensions of the 

objects, he shows himself master too of aerial perspective; sea and 

sky melt one into another and the diminishing promontories, rocks 

and trees vanish in a mist-like remotness 1). If you look at the 

harmony of composition and examine f. i. Tab. Ill, you will find 

proportions, which no Greek and no Renaissance artist has sur- 

1) The celebrated painter Wang Wei (6th and 7th century) writes in his notes, which 

he left for painting: “Distant hills have no rocks, hut are indistinct like eyebrows; and 

distant water has no waves, but reaches up and touches the clouds5’, (cf. Giles, An Intro¬ 

duction, p. 51); you can see in Tab. II, how well Li Lung-mien observed these and similar 

precepts. 
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and his hands are folded, from his girdle are hanging down cords 

with elaborate symbolic knots; in his fore-head is set the vertical 

eye of trausceudent intelligence. At his side is standing another 

man (37.), short, old, quite another type; the wings of the nose 

are much protracted like dragon-beards; he is wearing a long talar 

with a haugiug string of jade-ornaments, and holding in his hands 

a scripture-scroll (?). Both men are looking hack at the former scene 

with a gesture of astonishment and admiration: at the side of the 

last man — turned away from him — is standing a lovely youth¬ 

ful figure (38.), rather simply dressed (rich head-dress), cords with 

rich symbolic knots hanging from her arms, and strings of jade- 

ornaments from her girdle; she strews coins of fortune *) with her 

left hand; in her right hand she bears a globe (jewel?). 

Behind the rocky platform, on which these three persons are 

standing, you see the sea with a long hilly island; the landscape 

is enhanced by promontories, hills, rocks, straits and trees. In the 

foreground follows the next scene. 

Scene XVIII. 

Near to the coin-strewing maid of the former scene are sitting 

side by side two Lohans. The first of them (39.) with shaved head 

and pensive mien, an elaborate knot on his girdle, holds with both 

hands the alms-bowl upon his knees. The other (40.) with a black 

hood surrounding his wrinkled face, sits before a jade-vessel2) with 

flowers (lotos?), holding in his right hand a long rosary. — Immediately 

behind him begins the next scene. 

J) cf. Tab. IV, Fig. 6. 

2) cf. Tab. IV, Fig. 7. 
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Scene XIX (Tab. IV). 

Here the artistically composed group of five persons is standing 

before a flat rock. The first of these men (41.) is richly armed; on 

his flying hair he wears a little helmet (diadem); from his girdle 

and shoulder are hanging down cords with symbolic knots; his left 

arm and hand are strangely twisted; with his right hand he bears 

an unsheathed sword, the blade of which stretches beyond the head 

of the second man; the hilt of the sword is partly visible. The 

second (42.), a short and rather fat man, wears a long rich talar; 

hair and face are similar to those of the first man; upon his head 

he wears a kind of bonnet *); his hands are folded upon his breast 

below his vesture. The next (48.), similarly dressed, looks wilder; 

he has large moustaches; his eyes are not oblique; he wears the 

Chu-sceptre of the imperial courtiers. The fourth (44.), similarly 

clad, has short hair, very small moustaches, on his chin the “fly”; with 

his left hand he holds by a dragonshaped handle a censer, and with 

his right hand (thumb and index) he seems to be putting something 

into the censer. The three last-mentioned men have rich strings of 

jade-ornaments (Pei) hanging down from their girdles. The group 

of these four priests (?) forms a semi-circle, in which behind the 

central figure is standing a tall warrior (45.) with large moustaches 

and beard; his eyes are not oblique; his helmet is shaped like an 

open serpent’s mouth, the teeth of which menace on both sides 

of his face, the tongue vibrating above the forehead; he has a pron¬ 

ged collar round his neck; he bears in his right hand a halberd 

with a full tassel below the point. Four of the group are looking 

backwards at the two Lohans of the former scene; only the first 

1) The shape is similar to the helmets of the first and second scene. 
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priest, the one with the censer, looks upon the rock-bridge *), which 

conducts to the next scene. 

Scene XX (Tab. IV). 

Here we have, as it seems, the guide (46.) of the whole pro¬ 

cession or series of scenes ; he has short hair and curly moustaches, 

beard and “fly”; upon his head he wears the broad peasant-hat, 

bound with black strings, which are wound round his neck; from 

his girdle are hanging an elaborate knot and a scroll (?); on his 

feet he has sandals ; over his shoulder he bears his staff with its 

semi-lunar handle; round the staff are bound several tools, and to its 

top is hanging a basket writh other tools. He is looking back as in 

the act of inviting the others to follow him. 

The end of the whole composition and specially of the wonder¬ 

ful landscape, through which the guide is leading, is marked by 

singular shaded lines, as our painters draw them, whenever they 

want to show something (view, part of a garden, scene) in a kind 

of frame, made by nature (cartouche); here we have within such 

a frame a rich waterfall between trees, rocks and stones. 

The reader has here the description of the whole 1 2), which I have 

called “a procession, now resting, now proceeding”, though more 

persons be standing than walking and the Lohans all be sitting, 

1) cf. Edkins, Chinese Buddhism, p. 177: “...at. the remarkable rock-bridge, where 

the Fang-Kwang monastery now stands. The loud roar of the waterfall, the close-set woods 

on the hills around... It seemed a home for supernatural beings... In fact, a legend on 

the subject soon grew into public belief, and the music of the Lohan was said to be heard 

at times a little before dawn by priests lying awake in their cells”. Have we here the same 

rockbridge with the waterfall and the woods? 

2) As I have mentioned above (p. 247), Tab. I, II, IIT, IV give 6 scenes (I, IT, X, 

XVI, XIX, XX) of the procession (V natural size) and several details below the scenes 

(natural size). 
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except the one, who is frightened by the descending dragon. Never¬ 

theless there is a moving of the whole from the right to the left: 

at the beginning of the painting the deep valley and the four Kings 

of the Devas, at the other end the guide, who invites the others 

to follow. Further, the whole is framed in a landscape, which chan¬ 

ges from scene to scene; but it is no composition of single and 

isolated scenes; on the contrary, looking at it from beginning to 

end, you enjoy the panorama of a long continuous and varied jour¬ 

ney, passing by mountains, rocks, waterfalls, lakes, a desert, the sea, 

islands, promontories and a rock-bridge, which leads into a rich wild 

and beautiful country. The salient points of the whole are Sdkyamuni 

with the cloud of Saints and the sixteen Lohans', (perhaps there were 

formerly eighteen Lohans in the picture, if on the spot, I have men¬ 

tioned above *), two Lohans have been cut out). Therefore one may 

entitle the painting “The sixteen (eighteen) Lohans”, and it is known, 

that Li Lung-mien painted several pictures of that kind! But here 

we have Sdkyamuni, and the Lohans are not grouped together 

before any Buddha or altar, but they are intermixed with gods, priests, 

hungry souls, spirits and animals. As in the landscape, we have 

here in the Buddhist scenes no single or isolated scenes before us, 

but an uninterrupted composition of a legend. Which legend ? I do 

not know, and hitherto, being myself very little acquainted with 

those complicate legends and not having the leisure to study 

them exactly, my questions and inquiries have been in vain. But 

as T’oung Pao comes into the hands of most of those, who have 

studied the Lohan legends universally and carefully, I dare hope, 

that one day some one will have the kindness to give me an ex¬ 

planation by letter 1 2), and I shall be very grateful for any informa- 

1) p. 237 and 239. 

2) For those, who would have that kindness, 1 give here ray full address: Prof. Dr. 

Karl Bone, Diisseldorf, Taubenstrasse 10. 
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passed; they do not obtrude nor betray calculation; the whole 

arrangement appears free and natural; but measuring distances, 

joining important and prominent points (beads, shoulders, knees 

and even inferior parts), you will find, the more you examine, the 

more wonders of harmony, of skill; even the “sectio aurea” contri¬ 

butes to the perfection of harmonious composition, as it does in 

European classical works; but there is no space here for entering 

into such particulars; the reader will fiud them out easily himself. 

I pass over to the description of the Buddhist scenes, which fill 

almost the whole foreground of the painting. These twenty scenes 

are composed of 46 divine and human beings, 9 hungry souls 

(elemental attendants), 1 Dragon, 2 tigers, 2 ogres, 1 snake and 

1 other dragronlike animal or skeleton. 

Tab. I, II, III and IV give several scenes of the twenty, repro¬ 

duced by photography and phototypy; the details below on each Table 

are reproduced from hand-copies (the reproductions are made by 

Wilhelm Otto, Kunstanstalt, Diisseldorf). 

Scene I (Tab. I). 

Behind the first big tree you see another one, curved and hollow, 

with hanging branches and plants (Lianas?); the first tree resembles 

a chestnut, the second is perhaps one of those famous fig-trees 

(Ficus religiosa), the holy tree of Buddhists, whose branches descend 

and become a kind of supports for the thicker branches. Behind 

those hanging shoots opens the entrance into a deep valley. Out 

of this valley have proceeded and are walking two warriors (Gods, 

Kings) *), richly armed, helmets or similar head-pieces 1 2) on their 

loose flying hair, long black strings with flying ends round their 

neck, mantles with long loops thrown back over their shoulders, a 

1) Kings of the Devas. 

2) These head-pieces repeat much on the painting, four times on Tab. IV. 
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repulsive T'ao-t'ie-head forming the beltbuckle. The first King (1.) *) 

lifts up his left hand, holding the sacred pearl with the tips of the 

thumb and fore-finger; in his right hand he bears a fruit (?) like a 

pear; in each eye-brow he seems to have another eye. The other 

King (2.) bears in his left hand a similar object (fruit?), in the 

right hand a kind of flag (or umbrella!) upon a long black staff. 

The second frowns sternly upon the first, the expression of whom 

is benign and rather smiling. 
O O 

Scene II (Tab. I). 

Looking back with a grave mien on the first scene, the first 

warrior (3.) of the second scene, armed like the former, bears an 

unsheathed sword in both hands. Behind him, looking back too, is 

walking another taller man (4.), playing on the four-stringed lute 1 2). 

Both of them wear round their neck the black strings with the 

flying ends and have loose hair and oblique eyes like the two Kings 

of the first scene. — These seem to be the other two of the four 

Kings of the Devas (Si-Ta-Tien-wang). 

Scene III. 

By the left side of the lute-player there are three mighty 

knotted trees between rugged rocks, — in the background we have 

high mountains —; the last tree spreads its branches wide on the 

left. Below these branches is sitting a Lohan (Ananda?) (5.) with 

shaved head and mild face. He stretches out to the left both hands, 

the thumbs and forefingers of which are touching each other with 

their tips. He is looking at the next man (6.), who is Sakyamuni. 

Sakyamuni is sitting upon his staff with semi-lunar handle, 

1) To every human and divine person I have added a No. (1., 2., 3., cet.) according 

to the series. 

2) Remark the series of holes along the chords of the lute. 
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which is lying upon a carpet -(prayer-mat) *), interwoven with stars 

(flowers?) and the Buddhist symbol “wan” (swastica). Both wear 

wide talars with hanging loops and symbolic knots; the border of 

Sakyamuni’s talar is embroidered with leaves and flowers. His 

mien is stern and meditative, his knobby skull shows a few curly 

hairs1 2); he has a short curly beard and moustaches. In his long 

ear-lobe is hanging a peculiar ear-ring 3). He lifts up the fore-finger 

of his right hand, the left hand being covered, and from the tip 

of the fore-finger rises a precisely circumscribed cloud, which pierces 

the branches of the above-mentioned tree and then extends on both 

sides; within the cloud are hovering many Saints4), each one 

sitting in a kind of mandorla surrounded by haloes. Behind Sakya- 

muni on the side of the before-mentioned Lohau is lying a peculiar 

musical instrument, pearshaped, with three chords and a screw (winch) 

on its top 5). Behind the right shoulder of Sakyamuni is standing 

an elemental attendant or hungry spirit, bearing the alms-bowl. 

Near to the corner of the carpet and the semi-lunar handle of the 

stick, upon which Sakyamuni is sitting, is standing another 

attendant (spirit), bearing in his left hand a dragon-like animal6), 

in his right hand a serpent, which rears up against him its open 

mouth with the long cloven tongue. 

Scene IV. 

This scene consists of two Gods (?) and two spirit-attendants. 

The first God (7.), richly armed like the warriors of the first scene, 

a kind of skull-cap covering his head, has a broad beardless face, 

1) A corner of that carpet you will find on Tab. Ill, Fig. 6. 

2) cf. Edkins, Chinese Buddhism, p. 243. 

3) cf. Tab. IV, Fig. 1. 

4) A part of that cloud with Saints you will find on Tab. Ill, Fig. 3. 

5) It resembles the heggars-rote, formerly much known in Fmrope. 

6) cf. Tab. Ill, Fig. 6. 
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the black strings round his neck, a kind of Gorgon’s head *) on his 

breast, rich jade-pendants to his girdle; his folded hands press a 

long black stick (arrow, halberd?) against his breast. Behind him 

looks forth a spirit-attendant *). He bears a black flag with long 

loops on a black staff. Close to the first God is standing another 

celestial being (a Goddess?) (8.), also folded hands; the womanlike 

vesture is very rich, furred and embroidered, hanging laces with 

bows, beautiful ear-ornaments, a folded collar round the neck, 

exceedingly rich head-dress. From behind comes forth an etherial 

attendant, wild-looking, bearing in his right hand a brass collar 

with hooks, in his left hand a vessel 1 2 3) containing several tools. 

Behind the attendant begins a hedge, formed of stakes and three 

long rods fastened horizontally to the stakes; the hedge encloses 

the two next scenes (V and VI). 

Scene V. 

We have here two Lohans and an elemental attendant. The first 

Lohan (9.) is sitting upon a big lion-like ogre and holds with both 

hands his crooked bamboo-staff. His face is wrinkled and almost 

gloomy, his skull very knobby, head and beard well-shaved. Near 

to him is sitting the other Lohan (10.) with short curly hair and 

beard; he is somewhat stern-looking, but not narrow-(oblique-)eyed, 

nor is his companion4); he holds with both hands a little ogre, 

similar to the other, its head joined to the Lohan’s beard. At the 

side of the Lohan stands the attendant, bearing a rolled-up rosary 

on a long black stick. 

1) Very interesting! cf. Fr. Hirth, Fremde Einfliisse in der Chin. Kunst, p. 25 f. 

2) All of them perhaps souls, hungry for “Dharma” or spiritual food. 

3) cf. Tab. II, Fig. 2. 

4) The obliquity of the eyes was even in the LOth century of comparatively recent 

growth among the Chinese people; cf. Giles, An Introduction to the History of Chinese 

pictorial Art, p. 92. 
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In the background of this scene the sea is visible behind ranges 

of low hills; here and there you see the hedge behind the Lohans. 

Scene VI. 

Touching the right leg of the attendant of the last scene is a 

Lohan (11.) idly leaning on his left elbow, who resembles a Greek 

or Roman stream-god 1). He has a grinning countenance and with 

his right hand he holds a full sack (?); it seems to be Mi-li-Fo 

(the japanese Hotei). Behind his legs is standing a short man (12.) 

with curly beard and moustaches, long loose hair; instead of a hat 

he wears a leaf2); his hands are folded. Looking back at him, but 

walking on and seemingly inviting the others to follow him, comes 

a tall man (or Deva) (13.), richly armed like those of the first scene, 

the black strings round his neck, upon his head a rich diadem with 

flying loops. He bears with both hands a kind of ostensorium 3) in 

the form of a pagoda with a Buddha in its lower part; the ostensorium 

is surrounded by a halo. 

Near to this man’s knee ends the hedge, Above we have high 

mountains, extending to the right and sending promontories into 

the sea. 

Scene VII. 

In the nearest mountain of the background is a deep cavern, 

before the entrance of which an enormous waterfall is coming down, 

•covering a part of the entrance; big rocks are lying on the ground 

and smaller stones are cast upwards. Before the waterfall and a big 

rock is standing a hungry spirit (?), looking up to the top of the 

waterfall (skillful fore-shortening of the head!)4). Next to him 

comes a richly armed man (14.) — not oblique-eyed — with long 

1) cf. Tab. Ill, Fig. 4. 

3) cf. Tab. Ill, Fig. 1. 

2) cf. Tab. IV, Fig. 4. 

4) cf. Tab. II, Fig. 3. 
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flying hair, a broad gorget round his neck; long loops are hanging 

and flying from his shoulders; he bears horizontally a very long 

unsheathed sword with a peculiar blade ‘), but his mien is rather 

mild and smiling. Behind him is standing another man (15.), who 

bears the precious sheath of the sword; he is simply dressed, but 

he has a broad collar round his neck, and iustead of a hat he 

wears a flower (it resembles a bell-flower), the long curly locks 

falling down upon his shoulders 1 2); to his girdle is hanging a box 

with a document (?). Near to his feet is standing a vessel of bronze 3) 

with several tools. 

The mountains recede, and before them is standing a mighty tree, 

partly separating this scene from the next. 

Scene VIII. 

This scene is composed of two Lohans, both sitting on the ground; 

the first of them (16.), more in the fore ground, is spinning a thread, 

which goes from his mouth down to the big toe of his foot and 

then up again to his hands, with which he is rolling the thread; 

he is poorly dressed and bald-pated. The other (17.) is sitting farther 

back; his vesture is richer, than that of the other, his skull exceedingly 

knobby; in his long ear-lobes hang immense ear-rings. In his right 

hand you see his writing-brush, in his left hand a big leaf, upon 

which he seems to write. 

Behind his head we have an open landscape with hills, framed 

on one side by the branches of the above-mentioned tree and on the 

other side by another mighty knotted pine-tree. This wondrous tree 

separates this scene from the ninth scene. 

1) cf. Tab. IV, Fig. 10. 

2) cf. Tab. II, Fig. 4. In this scene we have the warrior with the flying loose hair 

and the long locks lying upon his shoulders, cf. Fr. Hirth, Fremde Einfliisse, p. 62 f. 

3) cf. Tab. II, Fig. 2. 
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Scene IX. 

On the ground is sitting another Lohan (18.), looking back to 

the former scene; he is dressed like the Lohan, who is writing 

(or painting?), and studies a book, which is lying upon the hack 

of a cowering hungry attendant *); from his right hand is hanging 

down a long rosary; his face is wrinkled, his knobby head shaved. 

From his side goes off to the left another attendant, bearing with 

both hands a tray, upon which is standing a kind of temple with 

a big square tower1 2); this attendant is of a curiously distorted 

stature: head and upper part are turned backwards, but he is 

walking towards the next scene and holding the tray in the same 

direction. 

Here the landscape with the pine-tree extends to the following 

scene, forming that splendid scenery with beautiful trees, rivulets 

and little cataracts and the numerous promontories along the sea- 

coast. The retiring promontories give space for the next scene. 

Scene X (Tab. II). 

Between the before-mentioned attendant and the first person 

of this scene one sees one leg and the head of another elemental 

being; upon its head there are two horns, and round the head is 

bound a ribbon, which forms a little bow upon the fore-head; 

he bears in his right hand a jade Ju-i sceptre. — This scene 

with the magnificent landscape is a peerless miracle of art and 

composition. The five Goddesses or Saints are standing or walking 

upon a large rocky platform, which descends sharply to the sea, 

the promontories and islands of which are dissolving into the 

1) It seems to be a hungry soul, serving the holy man and hoping to merit spiritual 

food. 

2) cf. Tab. IV, Fig. 8. 
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misty distance. The first Goddess or Saint (19.), from the right to 

the left, is rather short, richly dressed, with a furred mantle, 

hanging jade-ornaments, ear-rings with long symbolic knots, the 

head partly covered with a folded veil; in her fore-head there is 

set a third eye vertically, the eye of transcendent intelligence; she 

bears in her right hand a large ring and holds the sacred pearl 

with the tips of the thumb and the index of her left hand. The 

next Goddess (20.) is very tall; she is similarly clad, the hair 

elaborately dressed with a pheuix, the hands folded. The next (21.), 

a neat little figure, is the Goddess of the Moon; her vesture is not 

furred, but laced with many elegant little bows, the hair dressed 

like that of the former; she bears upon a round dish with both 

hands the full moon (with the pounding hare). The next (22.) is the 

tallest and most elegantly dressed of the five Goddesses; look at the 

fine folds (plisse) of the underdress, the cords with bows, the chains 

of jade-ornaments, the pendants of the ears, the head-dress with the 

fine hair-pin and the hanging strings of (jade-)beads; her hands 

are covered by her dress. The fifth (23.), an exceedingly neat and 

lovely young Goddess, is simply dressed, except for some elegance 

of head-dress; she holds with both hands the Chu-sceptre 1 2) of jade, 

partly muffled in a veil. 

Here, as I mentioned above, the old silk is cut and pasted 

together; a small part of the Goddess’s dress, which was cut away, 

has been remedied by a restorer (perhaps by Fang-Shao-Tsun), the 

awkward hand of whom you will recognize on Table II. 

Scene XI. 

We have here a God (24.) (Vei-tho?) ]), richly dressed in 

effeminate fashion and having eight arms; two hands are folded 

1) If it not be a Goddess, cf. p. 263. 

2) cf. Paleologue, Art Chinois p. 162 f. 
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upon his breast, and between the thumbs and forefingers are lying 

horizontally two long arrows, the long bow hanging over his right 

arm; with the three other hands of his left side he holds a sword, 

the blade of which is partly muffled in a cloth, a wound-up lacet 

(lasso) *) and a bare sword, on the right side a prayer-dish 1 2), a 

halberd and a long staff, the top of which extends beyond the 

margin of the old silk. Coming from behind a tiger is joined to 

the right leg of the God and puts one paw upon the wondrous 

symbolic knot, which lies on the ground, hanging down from the 

shoulder of the next Lohan’s vesture. 

The promontories and mountains approach again, and mighty 

knotted trees between rocks enclose the next scene. 

Scene XII. 

Before the rich landscape is sitting a Lohan (25.) 3), his head 

covered with a hood, a long cord with several symbolic knots 

hanging down from the shoulder of his dress and partly lying on the 

ground; upon one of them the above-mentioned tiger puts one paw. 

On his left side is standing an attendant-spirit, who is sounding a 

straight musical instrument4) into the Lohan’s ear. On the other 

side of this Lohan is sitting another Lohan (26.) with an enormous 

head and neck (like a frog) and with a big wart on his fore-head; 

he offers threateningly to the other Lohan a censer, which he holds 

with a peculiar handle 5) (like a fruit). 

The rocks and the trunk of a big pine-tree, reaching down 

near to the under margin of the old silk, separate the next scene 

from this scene. 

1) cf. Tab. IV, Fig. 2; with the tips of the thumb and the index of this same hand 

he holds the sacred pearl. 

2) cf. Tab. IV, Fig. 3. 3) cf. Tab. II, Fig. 1. 

4) cf. Tab. II, Fig. 1. 5) cf. Tab. IV, Fig. 9. 
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Scene XIII. 

Here we have an important scene, composed of two men and 

two hungry souls, upon which a dragon descends out of the clouds. 

The first man (27.) is richly armed; he holds in his right hand a 

globe (jewel?), in his left hand the sacred pearl with the tips of 

the thumb and the fore-finger. Near to him is sitting, frightened 

aud terrified by the dragon, a Lohan (28.), whose head and neck 

are enormous (frog-like), the hair short and curly, hands and toes 

contracted in terror. Behind the Lohan is standing a hungry 

attendant; he holds a halberd with hanging rings !) below the top 

with his left hand and, shading his eyes with his right hand, he 

looks up to the dragon. Further on stands another attendant, 

offeriug the alms-bowl to the terrified Lohan; he does not look at 

the Lohan, but turning his face backwards and upwards, he looks 

with frightened mien at the dragon. The dragon with five-clawed 

feet is hovering on the clouds over a peninsula with many promon¬ 

tories on both sides. 

Scene XIV. 

This scene is scarcely separated from the former. Beneath the 

clouds is standing an armed man (29.); he is richly armed and has the 

black strings round his neck; his hair forms a thick waving tuft above 

his helmet; long cords with richly elaborate symbolic knots are hanging 

down from his girdle; with his left hand he holds a bow, with his 

right hand the arrow; from his girdle is hanging a dragon-shaped 

quiver 2) with several arrows. At his side there is an attendant-spirit, 

bearing an enormous and splendid sword, the hilt of which is bound 

to the sheath with an elaborate symbolic knot. 

Here the rocky mountains recede and give place to the next scene. 

1) like a “sistrura”; cf. Tab. IV, Fig. 5. 2) cf. Tab. Ill, Fig. 2. 
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Scene XV, 

Here we have two armed men. The first of them (30.) presses 

a halberd (spontoon) horizontally with his folded hands against his 

breast; he is armed almost like the man of the former scene, the 

same head-dress and hanging knots. The other (31.) (a God?), 

though similarly — but more richly — armed, a quite different type 

with a mighty pronged collar round his neck, wears a rich series 

of most elaborate knots on his girdle; he plunges his long sword 

into the body of the other man. The latter looks stern, but not 

frightened or aggrieved, the God rather clement. 

There are here two high splendid cembras growing, separating 

this scene from the next; the first cembra stands upon a low rock 

just in the fore-ground on the margin of the old silk, the other 

somewhat further back; their trunks and tops form a kind of door¬ 

way from this scene to the next. — Behind the second cembra 

there is a precipice, beyond which begins the wide and desert rocky 

platform, on which we have the next scene. 

Scene XVI (Tab. III). 

Overshaded by the magnificent cedars two Lohans are sitting 

on the ground. The first Lohan (32.), somewhat smiling, with 

shaved head and uncovered shoulders, the chin supported by the 

right hand, the right elbow reposing on the knee and the left hand 

passing negligently between his upper- and fore-arm, an elaborate 

knot hanging down and lying on the ground. The next Lohan (33.) 

with shaved and very knobby skull, big warts growing on his fore¬ 

head, temple and chin, the right arm, breast, abdomen and left 

shoulder uncovered, looks much frightened at the approaching tiger, 

and his hands are convulsively distorted; from his girdle are hanging 

several cords with rich knots. Further on on the under margin of 
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the old silk is sitting a third Lolian (34.) opposite to the tiger; 

he is turned away from the spectator, who sees only his back, 

his mantle with its many folds, the hanging cords with the elaborate 

knots, the fine right hand hanging over his knee, and the upper 

part of his skull, so skillfully and expressively delineated by two 

lines, that one could imagine one sees the whole face and its ex¬ 

pression, as I have already mentioned before !). The fourth Lohan (85.) 

is the one with the long eye-brows and wrinkled face, shaved and 

knobby bead, a big wart growing on his fore-head, hanging cords 

with the symbolic knots and a long bamboo-stick with a zigzag- 

top. — With regard to the naturally and skillfully limned tiger 

cf. p. 242. 

Behind the rocky platform, on which the tiger is approaching, 

you see, as it were, the ocean with several misty islands. Below 

and near to the last Lohan is a deep narrow precipice, forming a 

narrow channel and separating this platform from that platform, 

upon which those are standing, who compose the next scene. 

Scene XVII. 

The first (36.) is a rather fat short man with very long loose 

and flying hair, a pronged collar round his neck; he is richly armed, 

1) This Lohan is the only one, who has long fine fingers and nails; there must he a 

reason fore it. In the book Wan hsio t'ang chu-chuang (or Hna-tchuan) is given the copy 

of an old portrait of the celebrated painter>Wang-Wei (7th and 8th century); there is — 

except for the bonnet of Wang-Wei — a striking resemblance between this Lohan and the 

portrait of that great painter; as especially the left hands of both, supported near to the 

wrist, are hanging down exactly in the same way, showing the long fine fingers and nails. 

Could it be possible, that here Li Lung-mien wished to show his deference to his great 

predecessor by making him a Lohan? Just as about thousand years before the painter Wu 

Tsung-yiian, painting the thirty-six Taoist gods, secretely introduced the likeness of the 

Emperor T'ai Tsung; only the next Emperor, visiting once that temple, discovered it (cf. 

Giles, An Introduction cet., p. 97; Paleologue, Art Chinois, p. 263). — One of Li Lung- 

mien’s paintings was entitled “Wang-Wei gazing at the clouds”; perhaps the before-mentioned 

portrait was painted also by him. 
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tion about the legend of the painting and about the endless details, 

to which the learned and ingenious master joined his feelings and 

his ideas. Notwithstanding I find it useful to point out here several 

details and to offer some conjectures, which cannot claim to be 

conclusive. 

With respect to the human figures *) it will be rather difficult 

to decide, wether each is a God (Deva), or a Saint, or if any one 

of them be an ordinary man, aiming at perfection and transcen¬ 

dent intelligence. In scenes I and II we have, as I suppose, the 

four Kings (Devaradja, chin. T’ien-wang)1 2), the attributes of whose 

are the umbrella (Nro. 2.), the sivord (Nro. 3.), the lute (Nro. 4.) 

and some hostile animal; here Nro. 1 bears a fruit (?) and the 

sacred pearl. — In scene IV we may have some warlike God 

(Nro. 7.) and Kwan-gin, the God (Goddess) of Mercy (Nro. 8.). — 

In scene VI the armed man with the pagoda may be a God too. — 

In scene VII there seem to be represented also two Gods. — 

Scene X brings the five female figures, several of which — if not 

all — are Goddesses, f. i. the Goddess of the moon. — In scene 

XI we have a God with eight arms; it may be Vei-tho, the mighty 

protector of Buddhism; if it be a Goddess, one could think her to 

be Benzai-ten or Maritchi, the queen of heaven. — In scene 

XIII the descending Dragon seems to be the God of thunder. — 

Scene XIV brings another God with bow and arrow, and scene XV 

two others. — In scene XVII the coin-strewing youthful figure 

may be a Goddess. If I am right, we have twelve Gods and five 

or six Goddesses, — The rest, except the Lohans, may be Saints 

or students of the holy Law; the first of all is Sakyamuni 

1) The reader will get an idea of the different types of persons, armour, dress, jewels 

and other finery from the Synoptic Table, joined to this article. He may compare Tab. I—IV 

and the portraits in Wan hsio t'ang Chu-chuang (or Hua-tchuan), especially Vol. I: the 

7th, 39th, 49th^ Vol. II: the 25th, 26tb, 29th, 30th, 59th, 60th portr. of that illustrous work. 

2) cf. Fr. Hirth, Fremde Einfliisse, p. 38. 
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(Scene III). Whether Li Lung-mien painted in this painting six¬ 

teen or eighteen Lohans, cannot be decided, if the Hsiian-Ho Hua 

Pu, the catalogue of the collection of the Emperor Hui-Tsung 

(Hsiian-Ho), which gives the titles and descriptions of 107 paintings 

by Li Lung-mien, does not decide this question. — Besides these 

divine and human figures we have nine of those lean, hungry, 

distorted beings, (ghosts, spirits, “hungry” souls, elemental attendants) 

with ugly, even bestial faces, more mild- than wild-looking, servi¬ 

ceable (cf. the cowering one in Scene IX), imploring pity and spiri¬ 

tual food. It is a very interesting series of starving and ossified 

bodies and of careworn aged faces !); but there is no space here 

to attempt any description; one of them you will find on Tab. II1 2), 

the head of another on the same Table 3), 

Generally speaking, one sees, that Li Lung-mien in this painting 

gives no true and exact copy of any picture by one of the old and 

faithful masters. Such a master surely would have represented any 

transformation of Saints, or scenes, proving their spiritual power 

and ascendancy over nature and the elements. Nothing of the kind! 

Philosophers, like Li Lung-mien himself, in Li Lung-mien’s painting 

they do not superate human cunning and self-restraint in any way. 

Knowing, that man can ascend to an inconceivable degree of profun¬ 

dity of thought and to an incredible strength of will, the painter 

accepted readily those exterior signs and marks, with which tradition 

and legend and — last not least — the art and style of the old 

Buddhist painters endowed their Buddhas, Boddhisatwas, Gods, Lohans, 

Spirits and Demons. Embracing those significant and well-chosen 

notes and forms, he exchanged philosophy and poetry for faith. The 

openness and naivity of that ancient faith could not incur mockery 

1) cf. p. 245. 

2) Tab. II, Fig. 1. 

3) Tab. II, Fig. 3. 
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and contempt at the hands of a man like Li Lung-mien, whose 

heart was penetrated by the love of nature, but who nevertheless 

could not quite suppress here and there slight flashes of wit and 

humor, mitigated by so much delicacy and restraint, that one can 

scarcely distinguish, whether it be the representer’s humor or that 

of the represented, whether Li Lung-mien smiles, contemplating the 

olden devout times, or the Lohan smiles, contemplating human 

weakness and the fruitless attempts of nature and the elements, to 

overcome the human mind and will, fruitless, whenever man is 

determined on obtaining intelligence and freedom. 

The richness and the charm of the landscape and the power 

and boldness of the religious-philosophic scenes so completely 

captivate the spectator’s eye and mind, that he might take no 

notice of the immense abundance of details, each one of which is 

worth examining and admiring l). I expressely recommend the 

reader to examine them. Look at the armours, and note, how 

differently, but everywhere artistically, they are composed and 

ornamented: helmets, collars, coats of mail, taslets, shoes, halberds, 

swords with hilt and sheath, girdles and quivers! Look at the vessels, 

and admire their shape and ornamentation! Look at the ear-ornaments, 

the neck-laces, the strings with jade-ornaments, bows and those 

wondrous elaborate knots! Admire the variety and elegance of head¬ 

dress, fancy-work, arrangement of draperies! What an inexhaustible 

source and store of beauty, grace and taste, how many proofs of the 

skill and cunning of smith and armourer, goldsmith and embroiderer, 

in short of every kind of craftsman! 

One marvels, as the painting unrolls from the right to the left, 

to see first the end and last the beginning of the ‘‘procession”, 

and there cannot be any doubt, that the movement proceeds from 

4) Examples are given in Tab. I—IV and the Fig. below the scenes of Tab. II—IV. 
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right, to left. The roll is too long to be viewed, when it is entirely 

unrolled. Perhaps it was the painter’s intention, that the spectator 

should unroll it first quickly from right to left and then consider 

and enjoy it by rolling it again from left to right; in this way 

the spectator gets an idea of the whole picture first before con¬ 

templating and examining eacli scene in detail. It may be too, that 

the painter did not compose quite by himself this representation of 

a legend *), but copied — of course drawing freely upon his own 

imagination and perception — the frieze of any temple-wall; if on 

the temple-wall the composition was displayd from left to right, it 

would have been exceedingly difficult to invert the whole composition. 

But no difficulty existed for Li Lung-mien, as he was a master of 

his fancy and of his brush, but his conscience like that of a true 

and tasteful artist forbade him such violence. 

As the work is that of an artist and learned man, who excelled 

among all those, whose merits made the eleventh and twelfth century 

the classical and golden age of Chinese Letters and Art, it is 

boundless and inexhaustible. And even if the legend, which is 

represented, be found out and the evolution of it correspond with 

the succession of the single scenes of the painting, this elucidation 

would be very important indeed, but it would serve only to arouse 

further discussion and explanation and to lead to the discovery of 

highest accomplishments and, above all, of copious and abundant 

ideas. Artists of classical and prominent periods, whenever they move 

and bend their brush, always give form and expression to any idea: 

Phidias and Raphael did so, and still more those celebrated old 

Chinese painters, to which painting and meditating and composing 

1) It is related, that Li Lung-mien only in the case of copies of old pictures would 

use silk, but it is related too, that he painted Buddhist objects upon his imagination, and 

that even in the copies he always introduced something of his own, — certainly especially 

his own ideas. 
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poems and melodies and writing, all those Arts, being united by the 

same brush, were one and the same Art *), and whose genius pre¬ 

ferred the expressiveness of the brush, its flourishing lines and flashing 

strokes, to words and even to the modulation and intonation of voice; 

— and such a poet-painter was Li Lung-mien. 

1) “Writing and drawing are in reality one’5. “A poem is a picture without form, a 

picture is a poem with form (10th century)”, cf. Giles, An Introduction, p. 1 and 102. 
















